Two4Six
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

When will the product be order ready?
November 30, 2015.
What sales tools are available?
A brochure, cut sheet, pricelist, planning guide and images will be available on our website.
If a finish sample is required, please contact our Literature Department at literature@nucraft.com.
What is the difference between a Media table and a Meeting table?
The Media tables feature the slab or credenza base options and the Meeting tables do not.
What shapes are available?
Round, square, soft square, rectangle, soft rectangle and D-shape.
What base options are available?
Open frame, post legs, slab and credenza base options are available.
Can I customize the product in any way?
For the first three months, we are not allowing specials on this product line.
We will review again after that time frame.
Can wires be placed inside the post leg or open frame base for wire management?
No, you would need to utilize the wire management channel that attaches to the outside
of both of these bases for wire management. In addition, an optional power pole provides
wire management and is large enough to cover a floor monument.
What color is the wire management channel?
Silver
What power options are available on Two4Six?
Tabletop options include Power Matrix (small and medium), Tech Nodes, and Grommets.
The Power Rail is also available as a sub-top option.
Can the credenza base be painted?
At this time we do not offer this option.
Can I use a glass, stone or solid surface top on any of the tables or credenza bases?
No, we are currently only offering veneer and laminate surface options for the tables,
and veneer surface options for the credenza bases.
What is the color of the back-painted glass marker board?
White.
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Is the marker board magnetic? If so, will I receive magnets with the magnetic marker board?
Yes. Six magnets, an eraser and markers will ship with the marker board.
What power options are available on Two4Six?
Tabletop options include Power Matrix (small and medium), Tech Nodes, and Grommets.
The Power Rail is also available as a sub-top option.
Can I customize any portion of the Two4Six collection?
Not for the first 6 months.
Is the back of the louvered wall finished? Can it be freestanding?
The back of the louvered wall is finished but you can see all of the connectors
and wall attaching brackets, so it is not intended as a freestanding unit.
Instead of painted back panels on the interior of the louvered wall,
can I have veneer back panels instead?
At this time, we are only offering a painted back panel option.
Are the pieces grain matched?
No, the pieces are all intended to be freestanding and will not be grain matched to each other.
How big is the modesty panel on the Signature Desk?
It is 18" H, and 40" W
Is there a tabletop power option offered in the Two4Six Office collection?
No, there is an under tabletop power option (Power Rail) that is offered.
The Two4Six Meeting collection offers a variety of freestanding tables with
tabletop power options that may be useful for this application.
Can I get veneer shelves on the louvered wall?
Not at this time.
Do you offer stone or glass surfaces on the Signature Desk or Freestanding Desks?
Not at this time.

